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here are no easy answers in complex disease genetics.
Common, chronic health conditions such as obesity and
heart disease are influenced by many genetic variants scattered
across the genome, with each variant making small contributions to risk. Ever-larger genome-wide association studies
(GWAS) are uncovering more and more of these variants. For
many diseases and disease-related traits, discovered loci now
number in triple digits. As GWAS sample sizes grow, the volume of discovered variants is expected to increase further.1,2
Translation of this growing volume of genetic discoveries to
improve population health is needed.

results.8 Translation of polygenic score analysis to the clinic
has proved more challenging.
Most efforts toward translation of polygenic score analysis have focused on risk assessment. The simple idea is that a
polygenic score can be used as a genetic test that, alongside
other risk indicators, is used to stratify patients for prevention and treatment. Because DNA is fixed at conception, readily available from every tissue in the body, and increasingly
inexpensive to assay, polygenic risk assessment has conceptual appeal. But for common diseases, the value added from
genetic information is limited when considered in the clinical
context, where a wealth of other health information is often
already available.9,10 In this issue of the journal, articles by
Nuotio et al11 and Seyednasrollah et al12 investigate the possibility that polygenic risk assessment for adult dyslipidemia
and obesity may provide more value when applied in children.
Applying polygenic risk assessment for adult disease in
children is of interest for 2 reasons. First, phenotypic indications of risk may not yet be observable, increasing novelty
of risk information from genetic analysis. Second, disease
processes may not yet be established, increasing potential
for prevention. Testing effectiveness of polygenic risk assessment in children requires data that observe individuals as children, before disease processes are established, and again at
an appropriate stage in adulthood, when disease is prevalent
in the population. Population-based longitudinal studies with
childhood clinical information, adult follow-up, and genomewide genetic data are still rare. The analyses by Nuotio et al
and Seyednasrollah et al of the Cardiovascular Risk in Young
Finns study,13 which enrolled children aged 3 to 18 in 1980
and has to date conducted follow-ups through 2012, are thus
of substantial interest.
The study by Nuotio et al11 of genetic risk assessment for
dyslipidemia analyzed data from 2422 Young Finns participants with genetic data and lipid measurements taken during
childhood and again in their 30s and 40s. The authors composed lipid-specific genetic risk scores from single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) identified in the recent Global Lipids
Consortium GWAS.14 Scores were defined separately for lowdensity lipoprotein cholesterol (58 SNPs), high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (71 SNPs), and triglycerides (40 SNPs).
Adult dyslipidemia was determined based on European cut
points (low-density lipoprotein cholesterol >3.0 mmol/L or taking lipid-lowering medication, 58% of the cohort; high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol <1.0 mmol/L in men and <1.2 mmol/L
in women, 24% of the cohort; triglycerides <1.7 mmol/L, 21%
of the cohort).15 Analysis tested whether genetic risk scores
improved prediction of adult dyslipidemia over and above information about childhood lipid levels, body mass index (BMI),
physical activity, and, for those >12 years of age, smoking.

See Articles by Seyednasrollah et al and
Nuotio et al
The classic model of translation is to work from the bottom
up, from a discovered DNA sequence variant through RNA
transcription, protein production, and so on to disease pathogenesis. Such bottom-up translation is critical but can be time
and resource intensive. For example, the FTO locus associated with obesity and the 9p21 locus associated with coronary
artery disease were discovered a decade ago; understanding
their molecular mechanisms remains a work in progress.3–6
With genetic discoveries already numbering in the hundreds
and new findings expected to have ever-smaller individual
effects on risk, complementary translational approaches are
needed to generate return on investments in GWAS discovery.
An alternative to bottom-up translation of discovered variants one at a time is polygenic score analysis. Polygenic score
analysis models genetic influence quantitatively, as the combined effects of many independent variants.7 Typically, each
locus is assigned a weight based on the effect size estimated
in GWAS. The count of risk alleles at that locus is then multiplied by the weight, and weighted counts are summed across
an individual’s genome to compute their polygenic score. That
polygenic score provides an overall summary of an individual’s genetic liability to manifest the phenotype. In genetic
epidemiology, polygenic score analysis is often used to test
of how much phenotypic variance can be explained by GWAS
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Results were that the addition of genetic information modestly
improved risk prediction. Genetic information contributed a
≈0.01 increase in area under the receiver-operating characteristic
curve for the model. Put another way, adding genetic information to the prediction model increased by one percentage point
the chance that a randomly selected participant with dyslipidemia would have a higher prediction score as compared with a
randomly selected participant without dyslipidemia. The authors
also computed net reclassification improvement and integrated
discrimination index measures.16 As with the change in area
under the receiver-operating characteristic curve, net reclassification improvement and integrated discrimination index metrics indicated modest improvement in predictive accuracy with
the addition of genetic information to the models. Results were
similar when a machine-learning technique was used to build the
prediction models in one half of the data set, and the resulting
model was then tested in the other half.
The study by Seyednasrollah et al12 of genetic risk assessment for obesity analyzed data from 2262 young Finns participants with genetic data and BMI measurements taken
during childhood and again in their 30s and 40s, as well as
information about maternal BMI and family income from
the childhood baseline assessment. The authors composed
their genetic risk scores based on the 97 loci identified in
The Genetic Investigation of Anthropometric Traits (GIANT)
consortium’s most recent BMI GWAS.17 They also composed
a second genetic risk score based on the subset of 19 of the
GIANT loci for which tag SNPs were associated with adult
BMI in the Young Finns Cohort at P<0.10. Adult obesity was
defined as BMI ≥30 (20% of the cohort). The authors applied
a machine-learning approach to build a prediction model in
one half of their data and then tested their model in the other
half. Analysis tested whether including a genetic risk score
in the prediction model improved accuracy over and above
information about childhood BMI, maternal BMI, and family income. Results were that addition of genetic information
improved risk prediction, but only for those children’s whose
baseline assessment occurred by the age of 6 years (change in
area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve=0.07).
For children with baseline BMI measurements taken at later
ages, no statistically significant improvement in prediction
was observed for either genetic risk score. This finding is
consistent with a previous observation that GWAS-discovered
genetic risk for adult obesity is mediated by middle-childhood
weight gain.18 Childhood BMI assessments made after middle
childhood may, thus, already capture most information contained in the genetic risk score. Also consistent with previous
studies,18–20 the authors observed diverging BMI trajectories
in high and low genetic risk children extending from middle
childhood into adulthood in both their Young Finns data and
a replication cohort drawn from the Bogalusa Heart Study.21
These studies, which used unique data following up >2000
Finnish children prospectively into adulthood, identified modest but statistically significant improvements in the predictive
accuracy of clinical risk assessments for dyslipidemia and
obesity with addition of genetic information. Genetic information on its own is unlikely to provide clinically meaningful
risk information for common health conditions like dyslipidemia and obesity. But the Young Finns analyses suggest that

integrating genetics with other information can modestly
improve prediction models. In future, as ever-larger GWAS
fueled by data from national biobanks and health systems
uncover new risk loci, value added from genetics could grow.
Optimism about translation of polygenic models for clinical risk assessment should be considered in the context of 2
challenges not easily overcome by ever-larger GWAS samples. One challenge is the population specificity of genetic
risk assessments derived from GWAS. Most large-scale
GWAS have been conducted in European-descent samples.
Polygenic scores based on results from these GWAS are likely
to offer much less information when applied in non-European
populations.22,23 Translating polygenic score analysis for risk
assessment, thus, raises concerns about equity. As large-scale
GWAS of non-European samples become possible,24 development of parallel polygenic models in non-European populations must be a priority.
A second challenge is potential environmental specificity
of genetically informed risk prediction models. Relationships
between genotypes and phenotypes can vary across geographic space and historical time, presumably reflecting
heterogeneity in nongenetic influences.25–28 An advantage of
the machine-learning approaches to predictive model building applied in the Young Finns analyses is that they incorporate nonlinear and interactive combinations of different risk
factors. This approach leverages gene-by-environment and
gene-by-phenotype interactions detected in the training data,
maximizing potential value of genetic information. A limitation is that models trained in one population may not generalize well to others. Young Finns analyses used split-halves
approach to formally separate training and test samples. But
both derived from the same cohort—all sampled from the
same places at the same time. Building predictive models that
can be applied in more diverse clinical settings will require
primary research to identify replicable gene–environment and
gene–phenotype interactions.
In sum, although the Young Finns data illustrate some
potential for polygenic score analysis to improve clinical risk
assessment, there are both ethical and technical challenges
to implementation. Complementary translational approaches
are still needed. Genetically informed prospective longitudinal studies like Young Finns make possible studies of how
polygenic risk relates to the natural history of chronic disease.
Such developmental polygenic score analysis shifts focus
from risk-assessment questions about who we should intervene with to etiologic questions about how we should intervene.29 The goal is to identify intermediate phenotypes that
link DNA differences established at conception with divergent
health outcomes across the life span. Such intermediate phenotypes, like rapid early weight gain in the case of obesity,18
in theory provide targets for prevention and inform models
of risk assessment. As complementary approaches, polygenic
risk assessment and developmental polygenic score analysis
can help advance translation of GWAS discoveries.
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